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We have a triage mindset at Destiny Rescue. Sexual violence 
against kids far outweighs our capacity to help. Seeing kids in 
child-led homes selling themselves to eat demands a triage 
mindset. In 2022, we narrowed our focus and precious limited 
resources to help the most kids, and it broadened our impact. 
The question remains, “How can we help them swim for their 
lives, not become Olympic swimmers?” 

Every child is unique, and so is her path to freedom. In 2022, we 
focused more than ever on personalizing her Freedom PlanTM. 
What is enough to keep her free? A triage mindset means our 
case workers preferred Community Care over Residential Care, 
and it multiplied our impact, allowing us to care for more kids 
than ever before.

Every rescue project is unique, and so is its best rescue and 
freedom model. A triage mindset changes the strategy. 
In 2022, our teams committed to a strategy of increasing 
collaboration with local partners—such as churches and 
mission organizations—in high-vulnerability areas. We also 
committed to our strategy of adapting our model to each 
local situation. I was blessed this year to witness churches in 
slums become excellent at rescuing kids and keeping them 
free. I wish you could see it with your own eyes—it warms my 
heart. 

Lastly, together, we rescued more victims than ever before. 
We had over 5,000 donors in the USA make this possible. You 
are the unsung heroes of her Freedom PlanTM. On behalf of 
young girls and other survivors who are striving for economic 
freedom—the freedom to choose—thank you!

Praying with you,



2014/341 RESCUES

2015/380 RESCUES

2016/475 RESCUES

2018/1 ,074 RESCUES

2020/751 RESCUES

2021/2 ,386 RESCUES

2013/410 RESCUES

2022 
3,144 
RESCUES

2012/220 RESCUES

2011/105 RESCUES

2022  
A year of expansion,  

strengthened relationships, 

rapid rescue and  

transformative  freedom

168
ARRESTS

Our teams assisted law 
enforcement on cases that 
resulted in the arrest of 
traffickers and abusers. 

131
RAIDS

Raids are rescue operations 
performed in partnership with 
local law enforcement.

2400+
BENEFICIARIES  
CARED FOR

The total number of 
beneficiaries who  
received care through our  
Residential and Community 
Care programs.

3,144
INDIVIDUALS 
RESCUED

Strengthened partnerships with law 
enforcement and expanding into 
new nations resulted in a record-
breaking number of rescues.

2019/1 ,426 RESCUES

2017/620 RESCUES



PROGRAM SERVICE DOLLARS  
Over the last three years, 81.8% of every 
dollar we spent was used for programs  
that benefit the children we defend. 

Fundraising

Program

Management

How funds  
are used 
Our 3-year  

average for the  
2020-2022  

period

“I am so thankful to  

Destiny Rescue for  

taking me out of the 

darkness and giving me  

a bright future.”  
- SURVIVOR

81.8%

10.4%7.8%



Stewardship & Accountability

Consolidated Statement of Activities (audited)

2022 2021 2020

Support & revenue $ 5,027,618 $ 4,563,509 $ 3,843,472

Expenses

Program services 4,477,760 3,218,881 2,668,831

Management & general 446,743 478,836 385,459

Fund development 433,737 325,728 228,879

Total expenses $ 5,358,240 $ 4,023,445 $ 3,283,169

Change in net assets $ (330,622) $ 540,064 $ 560,303

Consolidated Statement of Financial Position (audited)

2022 2021 2020

Assets $ 1,770,790 $ 2,159,510 $ 1,669,788

Liabilities $ 364,330 $ 422,428 $ 472,770

Net assets $ 1,406,460 $ 1,737,082 $ 1,197,018
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260-444-2407
usa@destinyrescue.org

Office: 10339 Dawsons Creek Blvd Ste C.  
Fort Wayne, IN 46825
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“In abundance, we’ll rescue. 

In scarcity, we’ll rescue. 

When we’re tired, we’ll rescue. 

We have no plan B.”

T O N Y  K I R W A N 
PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER


